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From the Pulitzer Prize-winning, mega-bestselling author who wore his celebrity with extraordinary

grace comes a magnificently appealing book about teaching and about how one great storyteller

found his voice.Frank McCourt became an unlikely star when, at the age of sixty-six, he burst onto

the literary scene with Angela's Ashes, the Pulitzer Prize-winning memoir of his childhood in

Limerick, Ireland. Then came 'Tis, his glorious account of his early years in New York.  Now, here at

last is McCourt's long-awaited book about how his thirty-year teaching career shaped his second

act as a writer. Teacher Man is also an urgent tribute to teachers everywhere. In bold and spirited

prose featuring his irreverent wit and compelling honesty, McCourt records the trials, triumphs and

surprises he faced in the classroom. Teacher Man shows McCourt developing his unparalleled

ability to tell a great story as, five days a week, five periods per day, he worked to gain the attention

and respect of unruly, hormonally charged or indifferent adolescents.  For McCourt, storytelling itself

is the source of salvation, and in Teacher Man the journey to redemption -- and literary fame -- is an

exhilarating adventure.
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For 30 years Frank McCourt taught high school English in New York City and for much of that time

he considered himself a fraud. During these years he danced a delicate jig between engaging the

students, satisfying often bewildered administrators and parents, and actually enjoying his job. He

tried to present a consistent image of composure and self-confidence, yet he regularly felt insecure,

inadequate, and unfocused. After much trial and error, he eventually discovered what was in front of



him (or rather, behind him) all along--his own experience. "My life saved my life," he writes. "My

students didn't know there was a man up there escaping a cocoon of Irish history and Catholicism,

leaving bits of that cocoon everywhere." At the beginning of his career it had never occurred to him

that his own dismal upbringing in the slums of Limerick could be turned into a valuable lesson plan.

Indeed, his formal training emphasized the opposite. Principals and department heads lectured him

to never share anything personal. He was instructed to arouse fear and awe, to be stern, to be

impossible to please--but he couldn't do it. McCourt was too likable, too interested in the students'

lives, and too willing to reveal himself for their benefit as well as his own. He was a kindred spirit

with more questions than answers: "Look at me: wandering late bloomer, floundering old fart,

discovering in my forties what my students knew in their teens." As he did so adroitly in his previous

memoirs, Angela's Ashes and 'Tis, McCourt manages to uncover humor in nearly everything. He

writes about hilarious misfires, as when he suggested (during his teacher's exam) that the students

write a suicide note, as well as unorthodox assignments that turned into epiphanies for both teacher

and students. A dazzling writer with a unique and compelling voice, McCourt describes the dignity

and difficulties of a largely thankless profession with incisive, self-deprecating wit and uncommon

perception. It may have taken him three decades to figure out how to be an effective teacher, but he

ultimately saved his most valuable lesson for himself: how to be his own man. --Shawn Carkonen

--This text refers to the Mass Market Paperback edition.

Starred Review. This final memoir in the trilogy that started with Angela's Ashes and continued in

'Tis focuses almost exclusively on McCourt's 30-year teaching career in New York City's public high

schools, which began at McKee Vocational and Technical in 1958. His first day in class, a fight

broke out and a sandwich was hurled in anger. McCourt immediately picked it up and ate it. On the

second day of class, McCourt's retort about the Irish and their sheep brought the wrath of the

principal down on him. All McCourt wanted to do was teach, which wasn't easy in the jumbled

bureaucracy of the New York City school system. Pretty soon he realized the system wasn't run by

teachers but by sterile functionaries. "I was uncomfortable with the bureaucrats, the higher-ups, who

had escaped classrooms only to turn and bother the occupants of those classrooms, teachers and

students. I never wanted to fill out their forms, follow their guidelines, administer their examinations,

tolerate their snooping, adjust myself to their programs and courses of study." As McCourt matured

in his job, he found ingenious ways to motivate the kids: have them write "excuse notes" from Adam

and Eve to God; use parts of a pen to define parts of a sentence; use cookbook recipes to get the

students to think creatively. A particularly warming and enlightening lesson concerns a class of



black girls at Seward Park High School who felt slighted when they were not invited to see a

performance of Hamlet, and how they taught McCourt never to have diminished expectations about

any of his students. McCourt throws down the gauntlet on education, asserting that teaching is more

than achieving high test scores. It's about educating, about forming intellects, about getting people

to think. McCourt's many fans will of course love this book, but it also should be mandatory reading

for every teacher in America. And it wouldn't hurt some politicians to read it, too. (Nov. 15) Copyright

Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to the Mass Market Paperback edition.

I got hooked on McCourt's books after reading Angela's Ashes and Tis. I was hoping Teacher would

be as good, if not better. I found it a little disappointing. It seemed to lack McCourt's humor/wit. Of

his three books, I believe Tis was the best.

I purchased this book because I saw Frank McCourt on a program about Irish pubs. I found him

engaging and thought anything he had to say on teaching might be interesting. I was so right! If you

like books and movies like "Up the Down Staircase" and "To Sir With Love" you'll enjoy this book

because it has even more heart than those two titles. Teacher Man was even more engaging than

Frank McCourt talking about Irish pubs! This is a great read for anyone that's been a student or

teacher!

Frank McCourt had writing in his veins lacing his blood. Coming late to education, it's obvious this

skill was innate. Certainly his powers of observation as a child were astonishing. I loved his book

Angela's Ashes telling about his deprived but vibrant childhood. Frank McCourt had many difficulties

to surmount but he never lost his sense of humor.In Teacher Man he tells of his years in a New York

City school teaching English to kids who can't have known how privileged they were, but couldn't fail

to love him. They were challenging. He reached them on their level in a way few adults, certainly

very few in authority, could emulate. His modesty and humor were his attraction. He subtly urged,

inspired, provoked his pupils to explore the world of ideas - that's education. His understanding of

young people made his career as a teacher a gift to a generation, although we cannot help wishing

he had started writing sooner. On retirement one of his pupils (a discerning wise man in the making)

called out a fond goodbye and added, 'Hey, Mr. McCourt, you should write a book.' I wept at some

passages and laughed aloud at others. I gave it to My Son the Teacher for Christmas. Anyone

would enjoy it.



This is the third of Frank McCourt's memoir trilogy which followed up his Pulitzer Prize winning

debut "Angela's Ashes" and 'Tis. This deals with Frank McCourt's teaching career in New York City.

I did enjoy witty and self depreciating style of writing. I was a little disappointed that even though he

dives deep into his teaching career we learn little of his personal life. I would have been interested in

his relationships with his wives/children and his brother (and author also Malachy McCourt). I think

this would have painted a broader picture of his life and how it influenced his teaching style. I'd only

read it if you've read his first two books and wish finish the trilogy plus I think it would more sense to

have the back story of the other two. Too bad he hadn't written more as I think his style is

entertaining and insightful.

I see my own journey as a teacher in this story. So authentically told. You must read it. It is a primer!

I really wanted to like Teacher Man by Frank McCourt. There were bits here and there, mostly

anecdotes from his time in the classroom, that were fascinating. Mostly, though, it was just

ridiculous, meaningless, rambling drivel. It was very annoying to read due to the many, many quotes

without quotation marks. I also felt the constant negativity about himself got old fast. Mr. McCourt

was clearly a good teacher and tried hard to teach the kids English in a way they understood no

matter their background and previous knowledge. Focusing on that rather than his affairs and

perceived failures (many of which werenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t) would have made this a much better

book (reducing the amount of foul language would have been nice, too).

I don't know when I've enjoyed a book as much as I'm enjoying this one! I've read Angela's Ashes

and loved it but it was a sad story. This inside look into what it was like to teach English in American

schools is priceless and I've laughed out loud many times as Frank McCourt is a gifted writer in that

he gives you a clear visualization of each classroom scene. I love it!

Important book to see the evolution of McCourt , throughout the three books (Angela Ashes, 'Tis

and Teacher Man: a Memoire) the reader is witness of the voice of a boy, a young man in search of

opportunities, and then through teaching he finds his place in the world. Human, with all the worries

that a man has when has to emigrate and it is impossible to feel at home anywhere because of his

Irish accent even when he was Amercinan... How he touched the life of many people to whom he

could change their minds and their decision in life.
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